
Make a voice call
To make a call from your IP handset using the 
BGAN terminal, dial:
00 <country code> <phone number> b.       
Example: Cobham SATCOM in Denmark:  
00 45 39558800 b.

Make a local call
To make local calls between phones connected 
to the same terminal, do as follows:
•	 For a local call to an IP handset, dial the 

number of the IP handset (e.g. 0501) followed 
by # or b .

•	 For a local call to an ISDN phone, dial 0401 or 
0402 followed by # or b .

•	 For a local call to an analog phone, dial 0301 
or 0302 followed by # or b .

IP HANDSET, WIRED
Quick Guide

Connect the IP Handset
To connect the wired handset to a BGAN 
terminal, do as follows:
1. Start up the BGAN terminal and your IP 

handset.
2. Connect the LAN cable from the cradle to 

one of the LAN connectors on the BGAN 
terminal.

If the handset has been connected to the 
BGAN terminal before, it automatically 
establishes a connection. If not, proceed to the 
next section.

Connect to a BGAN terminal 
If needed, enter the SIM PIN for the 
terminal.
Note: You only need to enter the PIN if the use 
of PIN is enabled in the BGAN terminal and the 
PIN has not yet been entered.
1. To enter the PIN, access the menu system 

of the handset and select BGAN > ENTER 
PIN. This menu item is only available when 
the connected terminal is waiting for a PIN.

2. Enter the user name and password for your 
terminal. (Default: admin and 1234).

3. Enter the SIM PIN for the terminal.

Handset user name and password
If	it	is	the	first	IP	handset	that	connects	to	
the BGAN terminal, the handset starts up 
automatically and is assigned the user name 
0501, password 0501 and local number 0501.
If another IP handset has already been 
connected, you must set up the user name and 
password in the web interface of the BGAN 
terminal	as	well	as	in	the	IP	handset	the	first	
time you connect to the BGAN terminal. For 
information on how to enter user name and 
password, refer to the user manual.
When the top right corner of the handset 
display shows  ZY  the handset is ready for use.
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Transfer a call
To transfer a call to a phone connected to the 
same terminal, do as follows:
1. After taking the call, press Options.
2. Select Transfer.
3. Enter the number or select it from the 

contact list.
4. Press Transfer.

Start or stop a Data connection  
(0501 only)
To start a background data or streaming 
connection, do as follows:
1. From the Main menu select BGAN.
2. Select Connect.
3. Select the User group and the Profile.
4. Press Start to activate or Stop deactivate 

the connection.

Access the web interface
To access the built-in web interface of the 
handset, do as follows:
1. Connect a computer to one of the LAN 

interfaces in the BGAN terminal.
2. On the computer, start up your browser and 
enter	the	IP	address	of	the	handset.	You	find	
the IP address in the handset menus under 
Status > Network information.

The web interface of the handset opens and 
you can access the internal settings of the 
handset.
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